A Message from the Editor
I would like you to conduct a demonstration. Take a
couple of kids—siblings work best. Count out two piles
of six M&Ms each. Show these piles to your subjects
and ask them if they would each like a pile. The results
thus far should be a couple of pretty happy subjects.
Now propose a deal. Tell them you are prepared to
augment the piles so that each contains more than the
original six. Ask them if they are interested. I am
betting their answer will be an incredulous yes. Now
here comes the good part. Increase the pile of M&Ms
of Child A by 50%, to nine, and for Child B, double
the amount to 12 M&Ms. At this point, things should
get interesting.
Let’s examine the possible responses of Child A.
Assuming these are well-adjusted kids, I would anticipate one of three responses: a complete sense of disbelief over the inequity that has just befallen him/her;
utter indignation; or a deep sense of distress and sadness over the affliction. No one would be surprised if
any of these possible responses were to be accompanied by tears, hurling insults, or even some physical
expression. But the final common refrain will be “It’s
not fair!”
Now you intervene with the wisdom you posses by
virtue of authority. First you point out to Child A that
the intrinsic worth of M&Ms is very minimal and they
are probably not worth this extreme response. When
that tack fails, you wield the heavier guns of reason
and point out that even though Child A received proportionally less than Child B, both their positions were
materially enhanced from the baseline of six M&Ms,
when they were both happy. You explain to Child A
that they should both be delighted—even appreciative. You explain that “all boats are lifted in a raising
tide.” I seriously doubt that these words would assuage
Child A’s misgivings.
At this point I would consider the demonstration
over; perhaps your whole day would be over as well, if
the subjects were your own children.
What remains now is to analyze the data. From a
simple economic perspective, both subjects are better
off for your having conducted this demonstration. But
it is obvious that economic theory is not paramount to
these kids. For that matter, it is likely that the economics here have no relevance at all. So just what is going
on? I would suggest that at least part of the answer lies
with child B. While you have been trying to reason
with Child A, chances are that Child B has been sitting

quietly with little to add. He/she has not rushed to
Child A’s defense. At first, Child B was probably bewildered at his/her good fortune, and probably recognized that entering into the fracas would result in
little benefit. No, better to sit still, silently root for the
parent, and hope that everything just passes.
But as Child A persists, and Child B sees the chance
that these protests might erode the legitimacy of their
respective positions, Child B may find good reason
why he/she was endowed with the special treatment.
It could be because he/she was the eldest, or the
youngest, male or female, stronger or weaker, etc.
Whatever the rationale, there was certainly a reason,
and it must be just. The one thing Child B is not likely
to consider is that it was just dumb luck and that it was
hardly a case of being deserving.
Now, permit me to editorially project a bit more.
Let’s continue this odd demonstration with Child A
and Child B in a consistent fashion, and perhaps extend the preferential treatment to other items. Over
time, the reward to Child B is no longer merely the
extra cache of M&Ms. It is the affirmation that he/she
is more worthy and deserving that becomes important. Soon, a sense of entitlement sets in, conveniently
reinforced by ever-present signs resulting from his/
her good fortune. It is a rare kid indeed who would
see the injustice of the experiment and give up his/
her privileged status for the sake of objective fairness,
or even for the sake of harmony. It is, however, imaginable that Child B might periodically sacrifice and donate the M&Ms in a magnanimous gesture to reinforce further the merit of B over A—which is likely to
be the final straw for A.
I doubt that a single reader of this column would
feel a need to actually carry out this demonstration.
More likely, you are either already convinced of or
reject my notion of the relevance of disparities. I have
suggested this gimmick for a reason. When something
is far too complex for me, I try starting with an overly
simplified model. Maybe it’s just comforting. If I can
find some aspect of the problem that is explainable,
like a predictable human response side of the equation, then at least I have someplace to start.
You may not think much of my hypothetical demonstration. You may not think it is in any way analogous to the unhealthy fallout from a desperately disparate society. Consider this: most of us have seen
professional groups fall apart—partner suing part-
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ners—when from the outside it is obvious that all are
making an obscene amount of money. It’s just that
some are making more than others. Or perhaps you
know someone who is making more per year than
could be consumed in a lifetime quit their job because
they did not make partner. The fights can be monumental. Is it merely jealousy? Or could it be a perceived assault on the sense of justice that is vital to
human well-being?
Now consider this: what if the inequities concerned
something truly consequential. If instead of piles of
M&Ms, a Lexus versus a Chevrolet, or making partner? If instead of disparity in these non-essentials, what
if it is a disparity in access to competent medical care,
safe housing, livable wages for work, police protection, or basic nutrition, or in access to the courts to
settle disputes, or in whose children have a right to
adequate education? Now we have the ingredients for
something big. Civilization can keep things on track
for simpler matters of jealousy or envy. But disparities
often become too real. It is one thing to have lost a
child to bacterial infection prior to the advent of antibiotics. It is quite another to lose a child because of no
medical insurance. And remember the extension of
our demonstration: Child A may feel angry and unjustly treated, but Child B eventually becomes delusional in his/her sense of entitlement. Like it or not,
this psychology is more and more prevalent in this
country, and it affects many aspects of public health in
very profound ways.
Paul Krugman points out in a recent New York Times
commentary that according to the Congressional Budget Office, the median income of families in the US
has gone up, adjusted for inflation, about 9%, from
$41,400 in 1979 to $45,100 in 1997. In this same time
period the adjusted income of families in the top 1%
rose 140% from $420,200 to $1,016,000. While both
piles have increased, the income of families in the top
1% rose from 10 times the median income of families
in 1979, to 23 times in 1997. When competing for
goods and services, we all know who will get the lion’s

share. And we’re not talking M&Ms. To rub more salt
in the wound, who do you think will be most influential
in decisions to address imbalances? I suggest it will be
the B group.
Disparity in health has long been a problem. The
workers and artisans at the beginning of our Republic
often experienced squalor and infectious disease as a
result of overcrowding and too few government services (i.e., sanitary sewers), poor nutrition, or general
poverty). In the early days of the modern period of
occupational hazard awareness (1970s), Bill Lloyd published his classic steelworkers monographs, which
looked at the mortality experience of workers in some
large steel mills and coke ovens. Some of the highest
mortality rates from chronic diseases were among black
men. Was this because of some racial difference in
basic health status? Of course not. Lloyd clearly showed
that it was because black men had been relegated to
the nastiest jobs at the mills. But 30 years later, occupational epidemiologists are still adjusting their analyses
of workplace health hazards by race. Race remains a
surrogate for low socioeconomic status, rotten environmental exposures, difficult employment, stress, and
poor medical care.
Public Health Reports is going to take a long hard
look at how social forces impact indices of health. The
commentary, research, and practice articles in this
issue and the issue to follow will focus exclusively on
health disparities and their significance. I hope that
you will read these articles and take the time to reflect
on how disparities affect you, your colleagues, and
your communities. Most of all, as public health practitioners I hope that you will be active participants in
what is destined to emerge as a national debate on this
important public health issue.
Robert A. Rinsky, PhD
This issue's Message from the Editor was inspired by Robert
Kahn, MD, who shared with me the response of his two beautiful children, Ethan and Rebecca, following an N = 2 RCT
with unequal treatment.
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